Abstract-Traditional physical layer protocols (e.g. WiFi, WiMax, etc.) are well established and are often optimal in a wide variety of channel conditions including heterogenous links and in tactical communications. Unfortunately, this same optimality encourages ubiquity in wireless communication technology and enhances the potential for catastrophic cyber or physical attacks due to prolific knowledge of underlying physical layers. Any truly resilient communications protocol must be capable of immediate redeployment to meet quality of service (QoS) demands in a wide variety of possible channel media. This work proposes an approach to communications that is contrary to much traditional approaches in that processing blocks are generated real-time and only relevant to the particular channel medium being used. Rather than creating man-made ubiquitous blocks of signal processing, we examine using processing that is immediately expendable once it has been used. This is achieved through software-defined radios, and deep modulation, where system blocks are replaced with machine learning graphs that can be trained, used, and then discarded as needed. Simulation and experimental hardware show how deep modulation can converge to viable communications links, using the same machine intelligence, in vastly different channels.
I. INTRODUCTION
T ACTICAL communications, consisting of peer-to-peer links, are at the heart of tactical networks and require a myriad of service qualities in order to function correctly. These quality metrics range from security (e.g. low probability of detection, intercept, and/or exploitation [LPI, LPD, LPE]) [1] and latency [2] , [3] , to assurity and throughput [4] . With the ever-changing needs of tactical links and the basic usage of static signal processing algorithms, the idea of expendable communications to create a radio link, that is not immediately known beforehand, becomes intriguing. Such an approach would lend itself to diverse and resilient communication This manuscript has been authored by UT-Battelle, LLC, under Contract No. DE-AC0500OR22725 with the U.S. Department of Energy. The United States Government retains and the publisher, by accepting the article for publication, acknowledges that the United States Government retains a nonexclusive, paid-up, irrevocable, worldwide license to publish or reproduce the published form of this manuscript, or allow others to do so, for the United States Government purposes. The Department of Energy will provide public access to these results of federally sponsored research in accordance with the DOE Public Access Plan(http://energy.gov/downloads/doe-public-accessplan).The authors are with the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831 USA. channels and overcoming attacks while remaining anonymous in technical details to an outside listener.
Two key disruptive technologies have led to significant opportunities in the field of modern digital communications and the proposed idea of machine modems in tactical networks. Software-defined radios (SDR) [5] create an environment where users can reconfigure radio nodes on-the-fly by simply altering the software definitions of their protocols. Machine learning (ML) -the field of constructing "machines" which automatically improve with experience [6] -has achieved near ubiquity with a variety of open-source software tools available, influencing application areas spanning computer and machine vision [7] - [9] , anomaly detection [10] - [12] and natural language processing [13] - [15] . The "machine" (usually a computer program) could be designed to solve the problem at hand from a mathematical model, but in many real-world applications such a model may not be well defined, may be overly complex, or may not be known at all. In such cases, we may utilize an algorithm to "design" the machine by leveraging raw data, often coupled with available models (however incomplete they may be). Deep learning in particular (the use of multiple layers of ML algorithms to better performance including broader generalization) [16] is receiving considerable attention of late as inexpensive computing through GPUs, voluminous amounts of data, and open source software provide researchers and developers with powerful capabilities. With these disruptive technologies of SDR and ML, many complex computing tasks that were once thought impractical for tactical systems can now be accomplished on man-portable computing platforms.
For example, the use of SDR to dynamically change radio capabilities at all levels of the protocol stack is a vibrant focus of research. At the PHY layer, the increased prevalence of 4th generation wireless waveforms has shifted much SDR research toward MIMO and OFDM applications in recent years. Likewise, at the MAC layer and above, there is a continued focus on optimizing spectrum utilization through techniques like cognitive radio, dynamic spectrum access [17] and software-defined networking. The flexibility of softwaredefined approaches to digital communications makes it well suited for quick and low cost prototyping of complex communications concepts like 5th generation wireless [18] .
There has also been a shift of ML into communications systems such as with work in adaptive equalization [19] , [20] . ML has also found use directly in the wireless communications area, for example in spectrum sensing in cognitive radio [21] , protocol identification [22] , and network optimization [23] . ML has also seen extensive use at the PHY layer. Rather than using banks of digital communications blocks such as: pulse-shaping filters, channel filter, serializers, forward-error correcting codes, and so on, the idea is to use a single network graph to perform all those operations at the transmitter and receiver [24] - [26] . Transmitters and receivers "train" their respective graphs 1 and then communicate over the wireless channels using the resulting learned machine.
This paper discusses the use of SDR capable users and ML to address the issue of resilient communications. A realistic framework is presented, referred to as deep modulation or Deepmod, that can be used to generate a temporary PHY layer based on the channel and needs of the communicating nodes. After communication is disrupted, the graphs can simply be retrained and the nodes recommence communication on a new medium. The link PHY protocol will be created on-the-fly to satisfy whatever data and channel requirements exist and then possibly disposed of after communication ends. In this manner, two radio nodes will create a communications chain that is completely unique to the nodes, satisfies throughput, and then is forgotten to allow future links to be established. Simulation and experimental results show Deepmod functioning between acoustic and RF channels.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
To scope the presentation of this work, this paper will focus on the peer-to-peer (P2P) wireless channel where both Users have data to transmit to each other. In other words, there is no "transmitter" and "receiver"; rather, both nodes are transceivers, functioning as either a data source or sink, and will be referred to as User 1 and User 2, respectively. The P2P channel then consists of two Users each equipped with a single transducer used to convey information in an unknown channel
where x i are the information bits destined for User i. These bits are transformed to samples 2 through PHY processing f i (·) to then be transmitted by the SDR. The channel h i (·) further transforms the samples in some unknown manner and also includes adding η i as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variance n 2 std . For simplicity, (1) assumes output samples are processed at baseband and signal magnitudes are bounded by unity to ensure fair SNR comparisons between traditional and new ML PHY protocols.
A. Traditional PHY
The traditional approach to wireless communications is to find optimal processing f i (·) given some understanding of Fig. 1 : A common, impractical ML PHY structure where traditional system blocks are replaced with a generic autoencoder graph. Backpropagation of the neural network occurs through a genie-aided, and error-free, feedback channel.
the channel conditions h i (·) and noise power n 2 std . Often, information values x i are mapped to some predetermined modulation symbols like BPSK or 16-QAM [27] . These symbols are then pulse-shaped and filtered before transmission; the sink User then samples the received signal and performs inverse operations in order to recover the transmitted bits. In general, each operation used on the data is "optimal" with regards to some metric such as bit-error rate (BER) or throughput for the given channel; however, it is straightforward to alter h i (·) sufficiently, through an attack or failure, such that the optimal traditional processing also fails.
B. Machine Learning PHY
With the advent of SDR, many of these traditional signal processing blocks can be done digitally after being sampled inside the radio. One use of ML in digital communications is to go further and remove these individual signal processing blocks altogether and simply pass the data through a ML graph, to perform, maybe not similar computations, but at least have similar results as suggested in [24] . For example, consider the P2P channel from (1) when f i (·) and its inverse are cast as an autoencoder as shown in Fig. 1 . The idea being that if the "encoder" (i.e. the source chain) can alter the input data such that the "decoder" (i.e. the sink chain) gets a good representation of the original data, then communications can take place without specific, traditional signal processing blocks at each step.
Consider a toy example of the autoencoder as replacement PHY for part of a typical communications chain. For this example, let the input encoder graph have four neurons, followed by some number of hidden layers, and the final layer (inner layer before the channel) have two neurons. We will use the this system to perform "rank reduction" on the input samples similar to k-means clustering [28] . For this example, the decoder graph is taken to have inverse weights as the encoder, again, with such knowledge passed through the feedback channel. Figure 2a shows the weights of the inner layer when the encoder has taken the four inputs and reduced them down to two dimensions. Note that the centroids This should not be surprising since four input "bits" would be mapped to 16 constellation points in a typical PHY protocol. Essentially, the machine is "learning" how to map bits to complex symbols and arrives at a solution close to the basic man-made optimal solution.
The toy example can be taken one step further to show the power of SDR coupled with ML in communication systems. Consider an attack or environment change such that the channel is no longer AWGN but rather additive correlated Gaussian noise (ACGN). In this case, standard 16-QAM is no longer optimal and would fail in such a situation. A radio equipped with an intelligent PHY could relearn the communications channel resulting in the constellation in Fig. 2b . Apart from downtime during a training phase, communications is reestablished in a previously unknown, or even impossible, channel.
Though the results using autoencoders are interesting they are not practical for deployment as presented. In order to function correctly, the autoencoder graph in Fig. 1 needs to be able to backpropagate results from the loss function through both graphs in order to update neuron weights. In a live system, this backpropagation cannot happen over the wireless channel in the traditional sense since there is not an instantaneous and error-free link between the source and sink Users. Additionally, there is no guarantee that the forward and reverse wireless channels are not heterogeneous. The following section attempts to design a more realizable framework for using ML in communications channels.
III. DEEP MODULATION (DEEPMOD)
In order to overcome some of the practicalities of using ML at the PHY in digital communications, consider the system described in Fig. 3 which will be referred to as the deep modulation framework or Deepmod. The transmit and receive chains roughly follow the generic structure of Fig. 1 ; however, more detail is introduced to solve the problem of unrealistic feedback channels and signal asymmetry. Both User 1 and User 2 have separate network modules for both their transmit and receive chains and an additional "critic" graph is added to the traditional autoencoder. The purpose of this framework Fig. 3 : The adversarial Deepmod PHY graph topology. This figure demonstrates how a device can train its transmitter by utilizing a critic trained to recognize messages that will be successfully received by the other device (orange path). The receiver is only trained on whether or not it could properly decode the message from the known sequence (green path).
is so that backpropagation of the graph happens only on the User's own node and not across the channel while still allowing meaningful training to occur.
Training will happen in "epochs" with the loss functions defined as
where N is the batch size. A single time instance is defined as a message X (a one-hot vector) being encoded as Y by the transmit chain, passing through the wireless channel and decoded at the sink User. The sink User then re-transmits the re-encoded message back through its own channel and the source User's receive chain decodes the message X . The critic is then trained to predict value C which indicates whether or not the sink User will be able to properly decode Y . The sink User then also transmits its own X, which is the same message it should have decoded. Figure 3 demonstrates how the first path is used to train the critic and the transmit chain, and the second path is used to train the receive chain -all distributed and over-the-air. This approach is inspired by work in generative adversarial networks [29] . The learned weights of each portion of the network (i.e. receive chain, transmit chain, and critic) are updated based only on their corresponding loss function. The receive chain is only updated based on the known sequence, and not on the decoded/re-encoded message from the other User. Though the framework is not limited to symmetric networks, unless stated otherwise, this work will assume that all graphs share the same sizes or that each node is identical in software.
IV. RESULTS
The following simulations and experiments were run using TensorFlow [30] and Gnuradio [31] on a Deepmod machine modem consisting of the aforementioned custom ML graph. TensorFlow creates a fully connected graph when generating the gradient; to ensure that backpropagation only occurs within a User's own graph, care must be taken that backflow is stopped from the other User. For simulations this is done by separating the source and sink graphs. Source graphs output samples that are then corrupted by the channel and fed into a different graph at the sink User. For the experimental results, such care is not necessary as Deepmod graphs are distributed on two separate computers with no connections besides the wireless medium.
A. Deepmod Simulations
The primary difficulty in simulating Deepmod is creating a realistic and fully functioning channel model that appropriately splits the Users' graphs while also providing perturbations on examples that might happen in the real world. The general flow is as follows. First, training batches are encoded at the source User's input graph which results in a settable number of samples per class. These batched samples are "transmitted" through the modeled wireless channel which includes adding noise and small-scale fading; for this work the fading includes a single delayed and attenuated copy of the transmitted samples. To model timing issues in the channel, the initial transmitted sample will be delayed by some unknown amount causing start and stop times of the input batch to not exactly mirror the samples in the output batch. Deepmod graphs need to learn and adapt to such unknown channel conditions in order to communicate effectively.
When including any ML operations in communications networks there are two questions that often arise: 1) How does it perform compared to traditional digital communications and 2) How long does it take to converge? To answer these questions, a simulation was run using Deepmod and an AWGN channel with varying noise signal strengths. For each simulation, each batch has a random and unknown timing offset of up to three samples. Classes will represent a byte of data or 256 total classes; batches will contain all possible classes with a stochastic permutation after each epoch for training purposes. Each epoch is a single batch with a small time delay between batches so that frames can be detected by the SDR. Fig. 4 attempts to answer the two aforementioned questions. For example, at around 500 epochs, Deepmod has converged to close to the error floor with marginal improvements afterward and lower SNRs requiring longer convergence times. For batches containing all possible input classes, Deepmod requires 2048 samples per batch. In a 1 MHz RF channel, the 500 epoch training period can be accomplished realistically in just a few seconds. Additionally, the training period for Deepmod does not have to continue until convergence. Once the BER is sufficiently low, data can be sent and received and then used to update the Deepmod graph when packets are successful. This technique significantly reduces training time. It should be noted that the purpose of Deepmod is to provide resiliency, and not necessarily mobility, in communications. While Deepmod can adapt between vastly different media, a rapidly changing channel may preclude the use of Deepmod if the training time is comparatively egregious.
B. Experimental RF Channel
Favorable simulation results encourage experimental hardware to prove the concept of Deepmod. For the RF experiments, we use Ettus Research's B210 SDR universal software radio peripheral (USRP) transceiver operating at a center frequency of 900 MHz and instantaneous bandwidth of 1 MHz. Similar to the Deepmod simulation setup, 256 classes are used for the Deepmod graphs with 16 real (or 8 complex) samples at the inner layer. These values result in 8 bits per class or a spectral efficiency of 1 bit per sample (potentially 1 Mbps for the given sample rate). The software-defined nature of this setup allows us to experiment in a variety of channel conditions by simply altering a few input variables. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5 .
For this experiment, the Deepmod graph was initialized either randomly ("Without Pre-Training") or after convergence in the Deepmod simulator ("With Pre-Training"). Fig. 6 shows the resulting over-the-air performance of both scenarios when the power on the USRP is lowered to mimic roughly n std = .4. It is interesting to note that with Deepmod, if a realistic model of the medium is available, then some savings in training time is possible; however, no model is required as both BER curves eventually approach a similar performance metric. In fact, the simulations do a good job of predicting the over-theair performance and convergence time of Deepmod for the given SNR. Additionally, the resulting BER and throughput enabled the Deepmod machine modem to transmit a high-res image from one laptop to another with a PHY layer that had only recently been invented and learned by Deepmod itself.
C. Experimental Acoustic Channel
The purpose of this experiment is to emphasize one of the primary attributes of Deepmod -its resilience or ability to change channel media on-the-fly without modifying PHY layer code. The exact same Deepmod enabled laptops used for the RF experiment can be used in the acoustic channel simply by changing the transducers used and nominal input parameters. As shown in Fig. 7 by simply swapping the USB cables from the USRP to the USB cables of the soundcards, Deepmod is able to continue communications.
For the acoustic experiment, in addition to swapping transducers, there are obvious values that must be altered for the different channel. Acoustic channels are generally baseband meaning there is no center frequency and the sample rate of the soundcards (44.1 kHz) is much smaller than that of the USRP. Another important characteristic of Deepmod is its indifference to the type of data being transmitted. For example, the Deepmod enabled laptops connected to the acoustic rig were told to follow a different training pattern. Rather than transmitting bits, the Natural Language Toolkit [32] was used to break English text into 86 different phonemes or sounds. These sounds became the classes for Deepmod which were transmitted over the acoustic channel and decoded at a separate node. After the training period, the laptops could send text messages to each other using a small 4 kHz acoustic channel.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a framework referred to as deep modulation, or Deepmod, for utilizing machine learning at the physical layer of a wireless communications channel in order to create an end-to-end machine modem. Deepmod solves the issue of using autoencoders with unrealistic global feedback optimization. The framework is unique in that any trained graph is a function of the channel between Users and the current demands and quality of service needs of that particular link. Deepmod then has an inherent attribute of resilience as well as adaptability for just-in-time communications. It was shown that Deepmod can be used to successfully transmit across a wireless channel and provide comparable performance to some traditional systems and across radically different media such as RF or acoustics. A method to train the User graphs was also demonstrated that requires a feasible amount of over-the-air training in order for the graphs to converge.
